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Abstract

University of Jerusalem. Similar systems for known
background have been developed [1, 8]. The goal of
this work was to achieve good segmentation when the
background was unknown.
This report is organized as follows. Background
model is explained in Section 2. Section 3 describes
the foreground model. In section 4 we talk about the
segmentation process. Section 5 shows some experimental results, and section 6 ends the report with
possible extensions to the algorithm.

In this report we introduce an algorithm for foreground layer extraction based on EM learning and
min-cut. The background is unknown but assumed
to be static, and the foreground is therefore defined
as the dynamic part of the frame. From a single
video stream our algorithm uses color cues as well as
information from image contrast, that is, the color
differences between adjacent pixels, to cut out the
foreground layer. Experimental results show that the
accuracy is good enough for most practical uses.
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Introduction

Background Model

Let Ir be the 3 dimensional vector of the color values
of pixel r in the current frame. A common way of
Layer extraction (i.e. the segmentation of a video modeling the background layer is using a per-pixel
sequence into foreground and background ) has many Gaussian model [1] where each pixel r is assumed
uses, such as traffic control [6], video surveillance [7] to be normally distributed over time above the RGB
etc’. In order for layer extraction to work in real life space with mean color µr and variance σ 2 :
r
situations it must be robust enough to handle a variety of video features (e.g. a foreground composed
Pb (Ir ) ∼ N (µr , σr )
of a single component or multiple components, small
movements in the background, illumination changes, The mean color, µr , is the color of r in the backetc’). Another real life limitation is that the back- ground
image, if it is
Otherwise, µr =
P
P known.
2
ground image may not be known in advance, but in- n1 ni=1 Ir,i . σr2 = n1 ni=1 Ir,i
− µ2r , where i is the
stead needs to be constructed using the data available frame number. This technique is useful under the
in the video.
assumption that each pixel in the image represents
This report describes a system that segments video the background for a significant amount of time (or
sequences containing dynamic foreground and an un- that the background is known). This assumption can
known, static background. The system has been de- fail under various conditions, e.g., if the foreground
veloped by the author as part of ’guided work’ that contains a large object which moves through a small
took place during the spring semester of 2007 under portion of the frame. To generalize this method, in
the supervision of Prof. Shmuel Peleg at the School the learning of µr and σr2 , we only included frames
of Engineering and Computer Science of the Hebrew which showed a significant amount of movement for
1

the pixel r. We estimated the motion of pixel r at Pixels which had low probability were marked as defframe i as
initely foreground and then used as a data set for the
It
i
learning of the mixture model. The GMM is learnt
fr = q
2
2
using EM.
Ix + Iy
where It , Ix , and Iy are the temporal and spatial
derivatives at pixel r respectively. We then used this 4
Segmentation process
motion estimate to weigh the importance of the data.
i
We defined a damping factor wri = e−K·fr and esti- The foreground extraction problem can be viewed as
mated the parameters of the normal distribution as a labeling procedure, where each pixel r should be
labeled as either foreground (1) or background (0) .
n
1 X i
In [3] it was shown that the labeling problem can
w · Ir,i
µr = P i
wr i=1 r
be solved using min-cut if it is stated as an energy
minimization problem. To solve the problem we created a graph as follows: we defined a source and a
and
n
X
1
sink (foreground and background) and for each pixel
wri · (Ir,i − µr )2
σr2 = P i
r in the image we defined a node Nr . Each node is
wr i=1
connected to the source and to the sink, There is also
K is a parameter used to control the strength of the a connection between each two nodes that represent
damping. Usually it was used as k = 5 but while neighboring pixels in the image (4 neighbors). For
performing the experiments it showed robustness to each pixel r we defined a color term:
changes in the range 5 − 50.

−logPf (Ir ) xr = 0
ColorTerm(xr ) =
−logPb (Ir ) xr = 1
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Foreground Model

The color term is the cost of assigning r with the
label xr . In min-cut notation this is the cost of removing the edge between Nr and the source/sink.
For each two adjacent pixels r, s we also defined a
contrast term:

While the background was modeled as a per pixel
probability, i.e., each pixel is distributed as a single
Gaussian, we modeled the foreground globally using
a Gaussian Mixture Model:
Pf (Ir ) =

L
X

ContrastTerm(xr , xs ) = |xr − xs | · e−β·drs

wk · PG (Ir |µk , σk )

k=1

where drs = ||Ir − Is ||2 is the L2 norm of the color
difference and β = (2·E[||Ir −Is ||2 ])−1 . The contrast
where PG is a normal distribution and
are its weight, mean and variance. L is the number of term is the cost of assigning r with the label xr and s
components in the GMM. In our implementation we with xs . This is the cost of preforming the cut in the
used a version of EM that uses component annealing, graph between Nr and Ns . The desired labeling is
L is initially set to a relatively large value (we used then achieved using the implementation of the minL = 10) and trivial components are discarded during cut algorithm in [2].
the learning.
When modeling the foreground the outcome of the
background learning process can be used. We used 5
Results
the per pixel probability parameters learnt in the
background model stage to estimate the probability All our videos were taken from standard, off the shelf,
of pixel r at frame i to be part of the background. cameras. Most were taken from webcams found on
wk , µk , σk2
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Figure 2: Shadows can cause mistakes in pixel labeling.

Figure 1: Segmentation results of typical frames.
Each section is taken from a different sequence. The
video of the girl shows a perfect segmentation result,
the other two are lesser in accuracy but still good
enough for most practicle uses.
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Conclusions and Extensions

In this report we have described an algorithm for extracting dynamic foreground from unknown, static,
background. Our method uses cues obtained from
pixel colors as well as cues from image contrast. This
method has proven to produce good segmentation results.

the internet.1 Figure 1 shows the segmentation results for typical frames from some of the video sequences used. The reader is encouraged to look at
the full length segmented videos2 .The segmentation
process produced good results on various types of sequences, mainly on videos with sufficient length in order for the learning process to have a good data set,
and on videos which satisfy the main assumptions,
i.e., static background and a dynamic foreground.
When experimenting we found that, while the system is quite robust for small illumination changes,
errors in labeling can occur when shadows are involved. Figure 2 shows a frame in which shadows
create a problem. The reason for the mistakes in labeling is that shadows change the pixel color values
and therefore are considered as a moving object, in
section 6 we talk about a possible solution to this
problem.

The algorithm has difficulties when confronted
with some types of video sequences. Shadows can
cause labeling mistakes as shadowed pixels exhibit
properties that resemble movement. There are a
number of techniques for shadow detection ( [4, 5]
just to name a couple) and these can be used to identify and correct the labeling of such pixels. Another
difficult type of videos is one where a large foreground
object dominates the scene and moves little compared
to its size. This might be corrected by a better use
of temporal cues. Currently, temporal information is
only used in the learning process - the background
model is learnt using the entire frame set of the sequence. By enforcing temporal coherence (could be
1 Billiard club - http://216.254.68.223/view/index4.shtml?
done by adding a temporal term to the segmentation
newstyle=One&cam=2
process
, that is, creating nodes to represent past and
Stuttgart Airport - http://195.243.185.195/view/index.shtml
2 for supplementary material visit
future color values of each pixel) a better labeling
might be achieved.
http://www.cs.huji.ac.il/˜yairmov/videoSeg.html
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